Stowaway by John David Anderson
After the science vessel his family lives on is attacked, Leo finds himself onboard a mercenary space pirate ship where he navigates hair-raising adventures while trying to figure out whom to trust. (series)

The First Cat in Space Ate Pizza by Mac Barnett and Shawn Harris
When evil extra-galactic rats begin to eat the moon, a cat (complete with a microchip-enhanced brain and cybernetic biotech space suit) is sent to set things right. (graphic novel)

Sanity & Tallulah by Molly Brooks
Two friends who live on a remote space station must stand together when their unauthorized science project (a cute three-headed kitten) escapes and is blamed for all sorts of mayhem. (graphic novel series)

The Wild Robot by Peter Brown
When Roz the robot is shipwrecked on an isolated island, she must adapt to her rugged surroundings and befriend its animal inhabitants in order to survive. (series)

The Unexplainable Disappearance of Mars Patel by Sheela Chari
When kids go missing from their school, Mars and his friends delve into a mystery that points to eccentric tech billionaire Oliver Pruit...who is also Mars's idol. (series)

The Last Cuentista by Donna Barba Higuera
Just before Earth is destroyed by a comet, Petra's family boards a generation ship to journey to a new planet. When things go wrong, it's her love of storytelling that just might save the day.

Sal & Gabi Break the Universe by Carlos Hernandez
Amateur magician Sal Vidón can secretly manipulate time and space to transport objects — and people — from other universes into this realm. What could possibly go wrong? (Teen; series)

Lion of Mars by Jennifer Holm
Bell has grown up in the small, underground U.S. Mars colony, where the adults are loving but keep secrets. When the grownups fall ill, he and the other kids must uncover the truth.

The Last Gate of the Emperor by Kwame Mbalia
Determined to win an underground augmented reality game, Yared has no idea that his adventures are about to become real...and that he is at the center of a galaxy-spanning war. (series)

Jinxed by Amy McCulloch
After tech-wiz Lacey Chu finds and repairs a next-gen baku (smartphone/pet companion), she is suddenly invited into her dream school — and discovers dangerous secrets. (series)

Map of Flames by Lisa McMann
The children of supernatural criminals, five kids (with their own superpowers) leave their remote hideaway and journey to Estero, seeking answers about their parents and the treasure they hid long ago. (series)

Trouble in the Stars by Sarah Prineas
After escaping prison with no memory of the past, a shapeshifter sneaks onto a spaceship disguised as a boy. Everyone is looking for Trouble; will the crew help or raise an alarm?

More Stellar Graphic Novels
- CatStronauts by Drew Brockington
- Space-Time by Jeffery Brown
- Lowriders in Space by Cathay Camper
- Zita the Spacegirl by Ben Hatke
- Cleopatra in Space by Mike Maihack
- 5 Worlds by Mark Siegel
- Star Wars Adventures
- Star Wars Jedi Academy
- Hilo by Judd Winick
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